In search of the world’s prettiest stamp

Albert Decaris: Master Engraver
In the 1950s, a set of booklets highlighted Ceux qui creent nos timbres —
“Those who create our stamps.” By that time, a sprawling but tight-knit team of
skilled artists had completed thousands of stamp designs for France and its
colonies. These artists grew up together, studied at the same schools, and in
some cases were multi-generational. One could do a lot of fun research on
these artist-craftsmen who drew and etched wonderful scenes from the French
countryside. Who knows: We may find the most beautiful stamp in the world!
As you might expect, I’m only doing limited research on the engravers
who came together during the 1930s under the visionary leadership of culture
minister Jean Mistler. The artists typically were allowed two to three weeks to
produce their designs. I’ve already found examples where one artist mentored
another who joined the team, and how that artist in turn helped another on his
way. It’s not uncommon to discover two artists worked on the same stamp. Let’s
take a closer look at one of the premier members of the group.
Albert Decaris (1901-1988) is considered by some to be France’s
master engraver of the 20th century. He created 600 stamps for France, its
territories, and independent states of the French
Community. He produced 6,000 more
engravings for books, as stand-alone
artworks, even to hang on church
walls. I have no idea what kind of a
guy he was, but it’s said he could
work up to 15 hours a day, and he
was so popular that Charles de
Gaulle asked him to illustrate a book
he wrote.
Born in Sotteville-les-Rouen in
1901, Decaris was 14 when he began One of Decaris’s first stamps was this one
commemorating the “Normandie,” a French
studies at the Ecole Estienne (l’École
luxury liner launched in 1935. Considered
supérieure des arts et industries
the most powerful liner ever built, it was
graphiques) in Paris, the top school for the
seized by the USA during World War II and
met an ignominious end after catching fire
engraving arts. He was gifted from the start,
in New York harbor.
winning the Prix de Rome in 1919. He spent
seven years in Rome, perfecting his style. He
returned to France and launched what would become a half-century career of
stamp engraving.
Decaris is among the most prolific of the French stamp engravers. His
style is so noticeable and distinct that a practiced eye can pick out his stamps

without having to check the tiny
signature engraved somewhere on
each design. One biographer
wrote: “His style is sometimes
described as a mix of classicism
and audacity. It is very
recognizable, which is partly
because, once established, he
never changed his style much.”
Classicism and audacity. I
like that. Take a look at his stamps
and see if you agree.
At right is a small gallery of
Decaris-engraved stamps. All of
them are beautiful in their way.
Many are from colonial Africa —
Cameroun, Guinee, Dahomey, the
colonial umbrella Afrique
Occidentale Francaise (French
West Africa) or
Afrique Equatoriale Francaise
(French Equatorial Africa). In the
pictures of the leaping greater
Kudu, and next to it the ancient
baobab, you see the Decaris style
in full bloom: classical, and
audacious! Even in routine views of
oﬃce buildings, Decaris manages
to infuse dynamism, energy. It’s
hard to think that these stirring
images from Africa under imperial
rule more than a half-century ago
presaged the dreary postindependence decades that
followed.
Decaris’s charming
landscape from Guinee (below
right) reminds me that the topic at
hand is
French

landscape

engravings, so let’s get out of Africa and back
to French scenes.
But first, a word about
Decaris during World War II. As far as I can tell,
he went on working for the Vichy regime after
Hitler conquered France in 1940 — though his
output was greatly diminished. In 1944 he drew
what a propaganda stamp with a portrait of
Marshal Petain, the Vichy dictator (right). (the
inscription translates roughly as, “The Marshal endows the people of France
with a charter of labor.”) Decaris did not suﬀer repercussions for his
collaboration. His stirring engravings for the omnibus set of battle scenes, “From
Chad to the Rhine” in 1946 (below) may have helped.

During his long career, Decaris designed several definitive series for
French territories — Cameroun, Togo, Dahomey and others — and more
engravings for stamps from independent nations like Gabon, Upper Volta and
Mauritania. He engraved some of France’s iconic stamps,
depicting the allegory Marianne and the Gallic cock.

Here are two familiar
Decaris stamps: a
pale Marianne, right,
and a wonderful Gallic
cock — both shown
here actual size.

Another artistic tour de force was a long series of extra-size engravings
(below), issued over a half-dozen years, with scenes of French history, from the
Roman-era Vercingetorix through Napoleon.

Eventually Decaris received the ultimate acceuil: the Legion d’Honneur
medal. His last stamp was issued in 1985, three years before his death. A
stamp issued in tribute to Decaris featured a whimsical scene of the Eiﬀel Tower
dancing with the Arche de Triomphe.

It turns out Decaris was given the last word,
stylistically speaking. The stamp in his honor was
inspired by a Decaris engraving, one of his last, to
commemorate the centennial of the Eiﬀel Tour in
1988.
Decaris had this to say about his work:
The art of engraving requires dedication.,
patience, precision, tenacity and concentration, as
has been the case for centuries. In a world which
sees an increase of instant-made objects, it is the
engraver who is safeguarding the survival of slow
and minute work. The postage stamp is to thank for
making it possible for the art of engraving to survive
and the stamp albums of our collectors show the
world that art is eternal, that it answers the cry of
the human soul, and that it is a law on its own, not
answering to anything or anyone.
Bravo! But once again we are getting sidetracked. We’re
here to consider Decaris’s work in French landscape stamps.
And I have to say, based on my limited research, it’s a
disappointment. Here are a few nice landscape stamps of his
(right). Nothing special. In fact, I don’t think anything I’ve
seen so far from Decaris qualifies as one of the world’s most
beautiful stamps …
… but hold on. Here’s another (below): The 1,000 franc airmail
stamp from 1949-50, picturing a bird’s-eye view of post-war
Paris. Wow.
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